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Book 83: Eggs and Carrots
Written by Francis Morgan, Illustrated by Josephine Lai

Eggs and Carrots

Sounds
/p/ written as ‘pp.’ /d/ written as ‘dd.’ /t/ written as ‘tt.’
/r/ written as ‘rr.’ (Same consonants together have the
same sound as the single consonant).
New Words
happy, ladder, little, carrots
Double consonant words from previous stories
Nell, fell, tall, will, fill, eggs, all, small
Level 21 Review Words
take, bike, your
Plot Summary
The animal friends are helping at the farm. Mit and Mat
put a baby barn owl back in it’s nest. The mother owl then
helps the friends find some lost eggs. They dig up carrots.
Nan makes them a surprise with the eggs and carrots.
Story Questions (Comprehension)
1. page 4: 		 Who went up the ladder?
2. page 5: 		 What do they do at the top of the ladder?
3. page 9: 		 Who helps Mat and his friends find the eggs?
4. page 10/11: Where do they find the eggs?
5. page 14: 		 Why does Nell ask for carrots and eggs?

Each new word throughout the program is repeated at
least five times in the book in which it first appears and
five more times in the next ten books.
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“I like this,” says Mat.
“I am happy to help at the farm,”
says Max.
“It is fun to be at the farm,” says Kit.
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Mit takes five big carrots.
“What will Nell make with the carrots
and eggs?” Says Max.
13

“Can you get me five big carrots.
Do not get small carrots,” says Nell.
“Take this sack for the carrots,” says Sam.
12

“Today, Nell can use your help
at the farm,” says Sam.
“We are happy to help.
What can we do?” Says Mat.
1

“This little barn owl fell from the nest.
Take the tall ladder. Use it to set the
little bird back in the nest.”

“Yes, there are eggs under the bike!”
Says Mat.
“Fill the box with eggs.
Nell will be very happy,” says Max.
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“Yes! There are eggs under the
little arm-chair,” says Max.

“Look, the barn owl nest is very high up.
The ladder will not go that far,”
says Mat.

“Now look under that red bike,”
says the owl.

“Mat, take the little owl and go up
the ladder,” says Mit.
3

“Look at Mat go up the tall ladder,”
says Max.
“Now Mit will go up the ladder too,”
says Kit.
4

“Look there is the barn owl,” says Mat.
“Look under the arm-chair,” says the owl.
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“Where are the eggs?” Says Kit.
“Where did they lay the eggs?” Says Mat.
“How can we get the eggs?” Says Max.
8

Mat has the little barn owl. He gets on
Mit’s head. He then sets the little bird
back in the nest.
“The big barn owl is very happy,”
says Mat.
5

“The little barn owl is back in the nest.
The big barn owl is very happy.
What can we do now, Nell?”
6

“Go to the barn. Fill this box with eggs.
You will need to look for the eggs.”
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